








































Unique Closed-Form Quantization Via Generalized Path Integrals or
by Natural Extension of the Standard Canonical Recipe
S. K. Kaumann

750 Gonzalez Drive, Apt. 6D, San Francisco, CA 94132-2208, U.S.A.
Abstract
The Feynman path integral is extended to arbitrary one-parameter continuous canonical
transformations, and a crucial technical renement is made in its denition. One thereupon
obtains an elegant formula for a unique quantum representation of the transformation generator,
which is an arbitrary classical dynamical variable. This closed-form quantization technique is
shown to be equivalent to a natural extension of the standard canonical quantization recipe|an




The familiar Feynman path integral [1, 2] provides an explicit procedure for calculating the
quantum theory time evolution transformation in coordinate reprentation from its purely classi-
cal canonical generator, the Hamiltonian function. In this paper that path integration procedure
is straightforwardly extended to the quantization of arbitrary one-parameter continuous classical
canonical transformations, and a crucial technical renement is made in its denition. One thus ob-
tains explicit expressions for the quantum theory coordinate representation of these one-parameter
continuous classical canonical transformations and, as a byproduct, of their generators. Since such
generators are essentially arbitrary real functions of the canonical variables, one thus has explicit
expressions for the quantum representation of arbitrary classical dynamical variables. It will be
shown, in particular, that those quantum representations are Hermitian, and also that the quantum
representation of the Poisson bracket of a function of the canonical coordinate with a function of
the canonical momentum equals (ih)
 1
times the commutator of their individual quantum repre-
sentations, which provides a natural extension of standard nonunique canonical quantization recipe.
Indeed this extension resolves the operator ordering ambiguity of the standard canonical quanti-
zation recipe so as to produce the same unique results for the quantization of classical dynamical
variables as do the aforementioned explicit expressions. The discussion below is, for notational
simplicity, restricted to a single degree of freedom; its generalization to multiple degrees of freedom
is, in principle, straightforward and transparent [1].
An arbitrary innitesimal transformation of the classical canonical variables (q; p) for a single
degree of freedom may be written:
q ! Q(q; p) = q + Q(q; p); p! P (q; p) = p+ P (q; p): (1)
For this transformation to be canonical, the Poisson bracket fQ;Pg of the transformed variables







Thus P (q; p) is not independent of Q(q; p). Indeed, in order to satisfy Eq. (2) above, one may








where  is an innitesimal parameter whose dimension is seen to be that of action divided by the
dimension of the essentially arbitrary real-valued generating function G(q; p). If we put Eqs. (3)
back into Eqs. (1), we obtain two coupled dierential equations for the -parameterized continuous
























The above continuous canonical transformation trajectory equations have the same form as Hamil-
ton's equations of motion, which they become when the generating function G(q; p) is the classical
Hamiltonian function H(q; p); in that case the dimension of the parameter  is that of time. Just
as Hamilton's equations of motion can be obtained from a stationary action principle, so also
1
can the coupled equation pair for the one-parameter continuous classical canonical transformation


















  G(Q(); P ())

: (5)





thus must, in coordinate representation, be given by the analogous path integral|






; [Q;P ])=h)|as one has for the quantum time evolution


























































































)=(m+1). Note the precise integrated averaging
in Eq. (6) of G(q; p
n




. Standard treatments of the path integral
carry out this technically crucial averaging very crudely|or ignore it altogether [1, 2].
Given the complete analogy between the above mathematical structure describing general one-
parameter continuous canonical transformations and its well-understood special case that the gen-
erating function G(q; p) becomes the classical Hamiltonian function H(q; p), we can immediately






) is unitary and expressible








G is the Hermitian quantum operator that corresponds to
the real-valued classical generating function G(q; p)|which itself is an essentially arbitrary classical
















































dq G(q; p); (7)
a result that holds for any m = 0; 1; 2; : : : of the path integral approximating sequence of Eq. (6),






i is a Hermitian (continuous) matrix. Technically, it is










This makes it clear why it is crucial to dene the path integral with that averaging carried out in










































































































































































































Eq. (11) is a natural extension of the nonunique standard canonical quantization recipe, which,
in fact, turns out to resolve the latter's operator ordering ambiguity. As a key example of such










































p, provided one rst applies the extended canonical quanti-























Since arbitrary classical dynamical variables G(q; p) may be approximated by polynomials in q
and p, the fact that Eq. (11) yields the same result as Eq. (7) for all such polynomials shows the
equivalence of the natural extended canonical quantization principle of Eq. (11) to the elegant and
unique closed-form quantization method of Eq. (7).
As a matter of philosophic principle, quantum theory is incomplete without proper resolution
of the operator ordering ambiguity. After all, Nature could hardly have failed to make its determi-
nation of how the operators in question are ordered!
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